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How aeromobilities are changing? Reviewing the literature on European airports

Jean-Baptiste Frétigny, Université de Cergy-Pontoise, M.R.T.E. research unit

**Abstract:** This paper shows that most attention has gone to a linear reading of the evolution of (European) airports in the recent literature, emphasizing contrasted moments of these places. It argues that airports need to be also envisioned as sites of pluralized and changing (aero)mobilities by bridging gaps between the studies of past, present, and future airports as well as between their various monographic investigations. Key political, cultural, social, and economical issues affecting (aero)mobile societies in terms of security, consumption, regulation or bordering can therefore be better understood as complex processes at play in the spatial and temporal connections between airports.

Airports seem to be an endless ground for conceiving past and present (aero)mobilities. Understood not only as air mobilities but also as the dominant mobilities of international travel, aeromobilities offer an encompassing understanding of airports as sites of meaningful (im)mobilities of people, objects, ideas, and ideologies. These sites touch on more power relationships, across far larger and thinner scales of time and space than the ones usually considered in the study of transportation places. As the first review on airport historiography in this journal has showed it, scholars have socially, politically and culturally investigated airports in manifold ways, turning them into key transdisciplinary objects for the development of mobilities studies. In recent years, studies on European airports have been numerous. Few of these have engaged in deep historical analysis although temporalities play a key role in airports. As spaces they are constantly changing, with terminals themselves being significantly

---

more mobile than planes in terms of design and architecture. The existing literature misses links between the past and present times of airports.

This decoupling can be related to the linear framing of the evolution of airports that dominates existing literature. In many respects, scholars analysing the history of European airports and beyond have been busy periodising it, emphasizing ruptures between key eras of aero(im)mobilities. Airports until the 1960s are described as balconies or spectacles, as sites of visiting or representations of technological optimism. Post-1960s airports on the other hand are shown in an opposing light. The later airports are described as enclosed and encapsulated, understood as airport cities or as sophisticated *apparatuses* of surveillance and consumption. The chapters titles focused on the period in synthesis works illustrate this reputation—“The Sterile Concourse: 1970-2000” and “Cities of flight” for instance.

Such readings of airports are relevant in multiple ways. In particular, they help us to better understand how (aero)mobilities, as sets of movements, practices, and representations make sense in the specific context of their times, forming what Tim Cresswell has termed the “constellations of mobilities.” However, this review of recent works pleads for further connections between research on the present and past times of airports. Such linkages will allow us to explore aeromobilities in more depth and address new questions and work in this vein is occurring within the subject of European airports. Often tied to places beyond the region, European airports offer pluralized as well as spatially and temporally situated accounts of aeromobilities. More than a firmly consistent and homogeneous world region, this fragment of the Global North turns out to be a laboratory of aeromobile constructions, be they mobility systems, regimes, commodifications, or experiences. Each of these contributes to the creation of multiple territorial constructions. The first part of the essay stresses the significance of historicizing the conception of contemporary airports as airport cities. This is a critical focus in light of studies that have discussed the territorial moorings of airports and the social and economic diversity engaged in these places. The territoriality of these aeromobile places is further discussed in the second part which calls for a better understanding of the historical processes of bordering and surveilling (aero)mobile societies through European airports. Finally, the review questions the thrown-togetherness of people at European airports as a way to critically understand the historical construction of aeromobile societies.

---


Territorial strategies and dynamics of airports: how new are airport cities?

Scholars have stressed the contemporary diversification of social and, more especially, economic activities engaged at airports or in their surrounding territories. Such processes have been decisive in the labeling of airports as airport cities or even aerotropolis by some researchers and airport stakeholders, presenting them as the decisive sites for the future of urban life and development. Historical works help contextualize such claims and recent studies of the projects of urbanists in the 20th century clearly show that current and imagined airport developments are far from new. Nathalie Roseau, in particular, has revealed that airports have played a key part in the future planned for cities both in American and European contexts. New historical analysis could thus more explicitly intersect with and critically engage the discussion of contemporary airports and their related strategies of development.

An invigorating position for envisioning the historical continuities between past and present airports regards the economic aspirations of the places and their importance as sites of sociality. Most scholars point to the disappearance of visitors observing the planes from the balconies during air shows or during the weekend after the 1960s as a sign of declining sociality and economic diversity. Peter Adey, on the other hand, suggests the endurance of both of these practices. Drawing on the example of Liverpool, he stresses the dynamism of social activities associated with the airport, related to its support society, spotters and school trips. The study of other airports, such as Frankfurt and Amsterdam Schiphol, supports the idea that airports, as places of spectacle are far from having totally disappeared. If the sociality of contemporary airports has been mostly described as normative and policy driven, other experiences need to be documented as potential alternatives to the dominant commodification of aeromobilities.

In spite of the significant environmental nuisances airports produce, growth strategies and hopes for additional development are as central to growing contemporary airports as they
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were to those in the past. Such aspirations have applied not only to individual airports, but were also essential to circulation between airports. The erection of airports geared toward serving other airports has been studied in the case of Amsterdam Schiphol’s role in changes brought to the design of Terminal 4 at John F. Kennedy airport. Such studies clarify the movement of ideas, policy mobilities, and models between interconnected airports with more historical depth. The historical studies of European airports occasionally mention such mobilities, stressing the role played for instance by the architecture of Hamburg and Schiphol for Liverpool airport. But more encompassing analysis is needed to understand these exchanges, producing comparative and multi-sited research that reach beyond usual approaches.

Investigating such spatial and historical connections is also paramount to understanding the local, regional, and national notions of ‘air-mindednesses’ and the demonstrations of pride, hope, or hostility of actors associated with airports. What can common expressions of enthusiasm and unity around Speke in the 1930s, Schiphol between 1916 and 1940, or Orly in the 1960s tell us about the position of such projects within Europe? What do they tell us about the politicization of aeromobilities? And how can they be connected to the construction of current airports or to more ambivalent relationships towards airports? Such ambivalent attitudes are tied to the privatization process of air transportation and airports initiated in the 1980s in Europe, which arouses concern that strategic gateways falling into private hands might compromise the territorial interests attached to them. Questioning the changing urbanity and territoriality of airports pleads for a critical attention to the historicity of so-called airport cities by developing more overarching, diachronic and synchronic analysis of social and economical activities at stake in airports. The challenge is to combine relatively large spatial and temporal scales of comparisons with a micro-scaled attention to the design, practices, experiences, representations or atmospheres associated with airports in order to comprehend their
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kaleidoscopic sense of place which shapes aeromobilities. This can be said of issues of security and borders at airports as well.

**Surveillance and bordering at the airport: grasping historical and spatial changes**

If numerous works focus on the *apparatuses* of security in airports, seen as epitomizing the advent of the surveillance society, these works less effectively document the changing spaces and spatialities of such *apparatuses*. A few new works show the assemblage and changes of a genuine mobile border produced throughout airport terminals, evolving with the formation of the Schengen area, its extension to new countries, or changes in drug policies. Such pieces argue for a better understanding of historical processes of control, be they geopolitical, technological or more anthropological. Can we compare, for instance, the processes of militarization of airports today with the part played by past airports in military conflicts? Such reflection on control concerns airports, but also moves beyond. Studying the effective spatial and temporal diffusion of these *apparatuses* in direction of other places would be of great interest.

How has the experience of passing over an air border or its past and current descriptions evolved? How can we also understand the strength and the violence attached to airport borderings with more historical depth? Works on present and often dramatic situations of refugees and migrants at airports, in relationship with the policies of a fortress Europe, need to be put in perspective in such ways as we know little about past practices of detention in - and deportation from - airports. The process of patrimonialising airports, of making them a part of heritage, has been linked to their architecture. But their historical role as migrant gateways requires further investigation. It would facilitate the recognition of such sites as key memory places for European societies, which seems to be silenced today, in striking contrast with other...

---

18 Roseau, *Aerocity*, 272-82.
sites such as Ellis Island for sea mobilities.\textsuperscript{19} Historicizing the migratory practices at EU airports,\textsuperscript{20} often studied in stimulating ways in the rest of the world,\textsuperscript{21} would give a better knowledge of Europe by comprehending its mobile co-construction with the rest of the world, or to put it in another way, by provincialising it to avoid European ethnocentrism.\textsuperscript{22} As the example of migrants shows, addressing political issues at stake through the changing spaces of airports is as much about security and territorial limits as it is about the diversity of an airport public, or those people practicing aeromobilities.

**Aeromobile societies and the changing public of airports**

Only a few studies specify how being an air traveller today is still an experience largely undistributed from its past forms, most notably in terms of social class or gender.\textsuperscript{23} Little is known about the changes in the social composition of aeromobile public. The title adopted almost forty years ago for the last chapter of a *Social History of Air Travel*, “The Age of Mass Mobility?,” remains in many respects an unanswered question.\textsuperscript{24} The public discourse points at a “democratisation” of air travel, conceived as a given more than a process. It needs to be addressed through a broader analysis of the accessibility of aeromobilities and airports, for which Europe provides an interesting case study.

The changing diversity of the airport public over time is one of the key questions that aeromobile studies of airports need to address. One lead followed up by a pioneering work concerns the place of children within airports, depicted as integral to demonstrations of local


and national air-mindedness and, more recently, to the ideologies of surveillance encapsulated in airport games. But we know very little of the past of other minorities at airports, of their practices within these places, or about the related processes of inclusion and exclusion they experienced. Homeless people, linguistic minorities or protesters engaging political actions for instance have been significantly more identified in works on contemporary European terminals than in the past. Their historical contextualization would shed light on exclusionary and transgressive practices associated with changing (aero)mobile societies. Airports have been understood as key places for asserting the power of dominant stakeholders, epitomized by German airports during Hitler’s reign. But they can also be seen as places where changing and enduring power relationships cut across publics in terms of social classes, gender, race, (dis)ability, etc.

Conclusion

This review shows that recent historiography on European airports can pave the way for stimulating research on aeromobile worlds more broadly. Its confrontation with works on contemporary airports emphasizes continuities and not only ruptures between past and present. The European case shows more broadly that historical, contemporary, and future airports, as intersecting places, are too interrelated for corresponding studies to be kept apart. Past airports can be better understood through the prism of bordering, social access, segregation, and migratory experiences of passengers. Beyond their stated futuristic modernity, contemporary airports need also to be read as inherited places and palimpsests of past aeromobilities. Envisioning future airports requires more analysis of their (dis)junctions with the genealogy of imagined airport cities. Understanding the formation of aeromobile societies therefore invites us to fill the gap by establishing more and more diachronic as well as synchronic and spatial connections between airports. Indeed, thinking critically on changing aeromobilities involves not only paying more attention to temporal processes and possible continuities but also to

spatial contrasts between airports that confront multiple situations and trajectories of regulation, commodification, control, and practices of mobilities.
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